"PACHINKO is elegant and soulful, both intimate and sweeping. This story of several generations of one Korean family in Japan is the story of every family whose parents sacrificed for their children, every family whose children were unable to recognize the cost, but it's also the story of a specific cultural struggle in a riveting time and place. An exquisite, haunting epic...moments of shimmering beauty and some glory, too," illuminate the narrative...Lee's profound novel...is shaped by impeccable research, meticulous plotting, and empathic perception. "Booklist (starred review). "PACHINKO by Min Jin Lee is a great book, a passionate story, a novel of magisterial sweep. It's also fiendishly readable—the real deal. Pachinko by Min Jin Lee is a great book, a passionate story, a novel of magisterial sweep. It's also fiendishly readable—the real deal. An instant classic, a quick page-turner, and probably the best book of the year. Son idée : convaincre son grand-Âre de quitter quelque temps le Pachinko qu'il gâte ; aider sa grand-mère à mettre ses affaires en ordre ; et les emmener revoir leur Corée natale, où ils ne sont pas retournés depuis la guerre, il y a cinquante ans. Le temps de les décider à faire ce voyage, Claire s'occupe de Mieko, une petite japonaise qui elle apprend le français. Entre les cultures coréenne, nipponne et européenne, voici l'entrée dans la trentaine d'une femme aux identités multiples : roman de filiation qui explore avec art les liens rongés par l'histoire, la naissance. Need help with Book 1, Chapter 1 in Min Jin Lee's Pachinko? Check out our revolutionary side-by-side summary and analysis. LitCharts assigns a color and icon to each theme in Pachinko, which you can use to track the themes throughout the work. Survival and Family. Imperialism, Resistance, and Compromise. Identity, Blood, and Contamination. Love, Motherhood, and Women's Choices. Summary. Analysis."